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BOOK REVIEW 
Legged Locorao~ion Robots and Anthropomorphic Mechanisms by M. VUgOBtATOVlC. Milmilo Pupin Institute, Be~rade, 
1975, 346 pp. $23. 
The above book, wrinan as a mouo~,  represents one of the most complete collections of research in the field of 
anthn3ponmfl~ic robots and humsu prostbeses and orthoses. It essumes a anique system-theoretic point of view, typical of 
the sohool of thonlght that the anthor epresents, incontrast to the "ar t i~  intellisem~" point of view of numy researchers 
in the area of robotics and mawmachine interactive systems. In addition to the oriainal work by the author and his 
co~,  ! ~  to the new concept of balance of "artificial symagy" and the derivation of eiectromeclumistic models 
and controls, the book surveys the coutn'butions of several other groups in various commies. As the title indicates, the 
emphasis is on i a ~  kw, mnofion mechamsms, although an identical analytical Wocedore is applied to 
a n ~  mbetic manilmlators, and can be extended to cover more lmm~l syaems. Tbe ~ of the study is two 
fold a better un&y~standing of the mechanisms involved in human Bait, and the use of this information i  the light of control 
theory for the analysis and clesign of varinus locoomtion robots. As such, the book shonld a l s~ to a laglge group of 
researchers, practitioners, and greduate students in euSineeri~ applied mathematics, compum scietu:¢, physiology and 
psychology that want to unck~ and reproduce this function of the hmnan body from a weB-balanced 
b iophys io lo l~-an~ point of view. 
The inueduetine starts with a comparisuu of the hierarchical structure of the conU~! mechanism inhuman and robotic 
locomotion. It is postulated that several criteria re used to evaluate the human gait. Although it is impossible to discover in 
which way hum defines ancl solves tbe optimization Wobkm, if he does at all The idea of a three level o ~  of robotic 
motion is iutrod,~_,~_. The first level selects a 8aneral type of control action, the ~cond level then computes a nominal 
trajectory, whik the th/rd level is a servo re lpda~ the motio,~ inthe presance of small d i~ces .  A repertoire of human 
pits is s t~ as a ~ of ~ pro~z~. 
Chapter one deacn1~es the muscular anatom/cal confiSum6on i upper and lower limbs. Several kinematic and dymn~c 
pit  models are surveyed, reviewing the ~ of concepts uch as finite state machine theory and optimal 
WOlpmnn~ with a mlnirnnm energy criterion. The author clerives everal models of his own, and uses a computer program 
to llanerate the models of complex mechanisms with kinematic o t~t ions  of diffm'ent types. 
Chapter two surveys various tabilization procedures, incinc~g the detailed study of static and dynamic stability. Several 
researchers have used linearized ynamics with linear feedback laws for postural stability. Scrvo regulation isused for small 
disturbances, while large perturbatiions from the nominal trajectory are treated by seleetin8 and activafin8 a corrective 
wosram stored in the computer t~pertoire. A three level approach is described. Level one generates control sisnals directly 
applied to the jc~ats, level two coordinates the motion of the less, laxl level three seleets the gait type, velocity and direetion 
of motion. An adaptive scheme accounts for lond variations. An optimal control approach isformulated inconjtmction with 
the iinearized equations of motion of a manipulator. An alternative suboptimal solution is to be used when a nominal 
trajectory is Imowu. 
Chapter three invesl~ates nergy requirements for different gaits, and describes the eqnipmant involved in the hardware 
realization of the robotic controllers. This is followed by a sm'vey of le88ed locomotion mechanisms u ed as robots or as 
exoskeleton assistive devices to aid paralysed persons. FOgl'RAN programs for the analysis of biped anthropomorphic gait are 
listed in the appendix. 
This book provides the expert as well as the neophyte with a valuable survey of the robotics area from the b io~r in l z  
point of view. The appruach takan contrasts ethers which are hased on artifieial inteiliDtage and/or learning teclmiques very 
popular in the U.S. and thus provides a highly desired conq~m~t to the latter work. The hibliolpxphy althonsh not 
exhaustive, contains an interesting assortment of re~erences with which some researchers inthe U.S. may not be familiar. 
The detailed in depth account of the author's numerous contn'butions in the form of detmst ic  approximate models and 
controls under a wide variety of conditions must also be listed anmn8 the merits of Vukobratovic's work. 
However, a better cditin8 could have made the book easier to read. Among possible format improvements are the 
incorporation ofthe illustrations in the text, a clearer articulation of the various ections and parallraphs, and the correction 
of many typing mistakes. In conclusion, this book is an outstanc~ conm'bution tothe rapidly growing robotics field and it is 
a valuable addition to the h'braries of the specialized r-~,~arcber as well as the interested scieutist. 
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